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In Red vs. Blue, its creators at Rooster Teeth brings together more than a decades' worth of
ephemera and behind-the-scenes information from the popular comedic web series,
including:Character dossiers and fact sheetsCharacter-driven lists, including "The Wisdom of
Caboose"Charts and statistics mapping out character, world, and episode triviaBest Red vs. Blue
quotes. Of all timeAlternate stories and character arcs that were abandonedSpotlights on the cast
and crew of Red vs. Blue, filled with unique anecdotes, behind-the-scenes stories, and insights into
the series and their roleNew, never-before-seen content: Includes annotated scripts of some of the
most-watching episodes, side-stores, expanded universe material, alternate endings, deleted
scenes and triviaOriginal sketches and drawings
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Everyone, everyone, look unto me! I posses the Ultimate Fan Guide! I have seen the wondrous
pages, and you will envy me, as though I were a victorious red and not a dirty blue! I regret nothing
about buying this book, for I have purchased a guide which few fans have dared to buy! My fanatic
quest is over. I can read Caboose's wisdom. It's so... stupid.This is the best ultimate fan guide... of
all time.

Hubby is a HUGE fan of Red vs. Bleu and all things Rooster Teeth. He blew through this book in
two days as a good chunk of the information was something he'd already known based on being a

fan of them for so long. He enjoyed it, and now it's part of his ever growing Rooster Teeth collection
and he's happy as a clam because of it. No need to repurchase, but if anyone is a RT/RvB fan - this
is a good little guide to have.

This is a fun little supplement for the hardcore RvB fan; I particularly liked the dialogue chapter
about how Washington joined Freelancer. That said, there are a few typos and other errors that
could have been caught by a thorough proofread. I didn't go into the book looking for mistakes, but I
found it rather jarring when they did pop up. I hope future printings include another edit so that the
text can be perfect, as the show deserves.

Pre-ordered this months before it actually came out. Great if you're an RVB (or rooster teeth) fan.
Perfect for a car ride or traveling as it takes you through all the seasons of RVB, the characters,
their stories, all the variances of Church, and so much more. A great read and product in general.

I love these characters; they are like family. I thoroughly enjoyed learning more about them and the
universe in which they live. Thank you, Rooster Teeth, for taking my money and giving me
something delightful in exchange. You are wonderful!

The book is intense and full of surprises. Everything you want to know about the story is all in the
book. The things that are unclear have been made clear like the personalities of the characters are
also in the book. It is a good book and a must read for all RVB fans.

This book is the perfect book for those who are fans of the web series Red vs Blue. When i received
this book, it was in bad condition like it was a hand-me down book but a simple replacement got that
issue fixed. I do wish it would come out in hardcover.

I am a total Red Vs Blue fan and l love this book. It is very well organized, you can tell that it is
written by the same people who wrote the scripts. I watch Red Vs Blue all the time and even this
book has some information l had no knowledge of. This is a book that an RvB fan should definitely
get!
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